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Projected Round: 1-2

TRE’DAVIOUS WHITE
LSU
Height: 5‘11“

Weight: 192
Arms: 32”
Combine:
3 Cone: 6.90
20 yd Shuttle: 4.32

40 yd Dash: 4.42
Pros:

- Long arms for frame
- Very open hips, can turn and run well
- Quick feet and good speed
- Very sound zone corner, passes man off well
- Patient defender who doesn’t bite on fakes
- Explodes to ball when he reads QB
- Does a great job making play on the ball
- Follows receivers like a shadow

Vert: 32”

Cons:
- Plays a shade too high, hips don’t sink low
- Speed is good but not much above average
- Doesn’t like to tackle, at all
- Doesn’t always go for pick
- Respects speed a bit too much
- Just good acceleration
- Lacks functional strength

Summary: Senior corner Tre’Davious White played extensively during his time at LSU, starting all but
two games in four years in Baton Rouge. The senior was an All-SEC first team selection and a captain for
his final two seasons for the Tigers. His time in college was well-spent, as he is one of the most wellschooled cover corners in the draft. White is like a shadow covering receivers on the perimeter and
excels in both man and zone coverage. In man he has very open hips and quick feet to mirror receivers
and is patient, letting the receiver dictate his steps. He does a great job making plays on the ball in the
air, but seems to prefer knocking the ball away instead of going for the pick. In zone he does a fantastic
job following receivers through his zone but not over-committing and being out of position. White also
does a fantastic job diagnosing and attacking the ball when in zone. The issues for White come with his
tackling, or lack thereof. White shows very little interest in tackling backs in the flat or fighting through
blocks to the ball carrier. He will slow play runners back into the teeth of the defense and can set the
edge well enough as a corner, but won’t go out of his way to make a physical play. He also lacks the top
end speed and explosiveness to be a higher draft pick in this draft. He also lacks the physicality to
disrupt strong receivers at the line. He’s not going to put hands on guys at the line, but he’ll do
everything else to stop them from getting the ball. He’s still very good and it takes an exceptionally
speedy or strong receiver to beat him, but he doesn’t have all the tools. For a team that wants a pure
cover corner, Tre’Davious White is a quality prospect worthy of a first round pick.

